
What you will need…
- A handful of models (roughly 5-10)
- A handful of D6
- A 2x2’ battlefield area and some terrain

Playing the Game
Setup - Choose opposing battlefield edges, set up Mission objectives, then 
take turns placing units within 6” of your battlefield edge.
1 - Determine starting initiative by rolling off.  In successive turns, the player 
who finished activating first in the previous turn will activate first.
2 - Alternate activating units until each unit has been activated.
3 - After all units have activated, each model that has sustained a number of 
Injuries greater than or equal to its HP is slain.
4 - Proceed to the next turn.
5 - After the 4th turn, the player with the most VP is the winner.

Activating a Unit
Perform the following actions (Move > Attack > Interact) in order:
1 - Move up to 6” horizontally and/or vertically (or some combination).  All 
models in a unit must end movement within 6” of each other model from the 
unit (otherwise they act separately).
2 - Attack

- Choose a weapon and an enemy model in range (1” for Melee, Line 
of Sight for Ranged)

- Roll D6 equal to your Attack.  For each roll that is greater than or 
equal to the target’s Defense, the target gains 1 Injury.

- Add 1 to rolls for your models within 1” of your Leader.
- Models within 1” of an enemy cannot make Ranged attacks.
- Any model may make an Improvised Melee Attack: 1🎲
- If the target is within 1” of and obscured by another model or 

terrain, add 1 to their Defense.
- An unmodified roll of 6 is always successful and is a Crit.

3 - Interact
- You may choose one object within 1” and line of sight to Interact with.

Multiversal Designation
Your army’s Multiversal Designation will determine: Army composition, Unit 
profiles, Special Rules, Orders, and Missions.
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Terra-28
The people of Terra-28 are held in the sway of an immortal emperor whom 
they have fashioned into a god.  The Demagogues who safeguard the ancient 
Heretech of their people have found a new source of heretics for their 
torturous experiments… on the infinite Earths of the multiverse.

Coven
Your Coven consists of 5 units and must include 1 Demagogue.

1 Demagogue - Defense 5, HP 6, Leader
The Demagogue carries a Brutal Weapon or Brace of Pistols, or any two other 
choices:

Brutal Weapon(s): 6🎲
Brace of Pistols: 2🎲 Ranged & Crit - Attack again
Archaic Pistol: 2🎲 Ranged
Sanctified Weapon: 3🎲 & Crit - Inflicts +1 Injury
Suppression Shield: +1 Defense
Open Hand: 4🎲 & when an enemy within 1” Moves make a bonus 
Attack targeting that model with this weapon before it moves

Terrifying Orator: (Interact) Push one enemy model within 1” up to 2D6”. 

Acolyte - Defense 4, HP 3
An Acolyte carries any equipment a Demagogue could carry.
Zealous Crusader: Add +1🎲 to this unit’s Attacks while it is Injured.

0-2 Gunner - Defense 4, HP 3
Blaster: 2🎲 Ranged 

Relentless Marksman: When an enemy unit begins a Move during its 
activation, one Gunner with line of sight may make a 1🎲 Ranged attack 
targeting a model in it.

0-2 Heretic - Defense 3, HP 4
Evil Eye: D3🎲 Ranged
Writhing Limbs: D6🎲

Cruel Warrior: Crit - Inflicts +1 Injury

Heretech - One of your units has a piece of Heretech.
1 - Auto-chirugeon: Heal 1 Injury at start of the bearer’s activation.
2 - Cursed Tome: 2🎲 Ranged & Crit - Summon a Heretic within 1”.  
3 - Cyber-familiar: Add a Defense 3, HP 1 model to the bearer’s unit.
4 - Demon Sword: This model’s Melee attacks have +3🎲 & each 
unmodified roll of 1 inflicts an Injury on the bearer.
5 - Energy Cannon: This model’s Ranged weapons have +2🎲.
6 - Subspace Oubliette: (Interact) Roll a dice.  On a 3+, Teleport 
anywhere on the battlefield.  On a 1-2, Teleport, but your opponent 
chooses where.

Orders - At the start of each turn, in Initiative order, each player chooses one 
Order they haven’t chosen yet in this battle.

Fury: This turn, your Attacks have +1🎲.
Faith: For each Injury your units suffer this turn, roll a dice; on a 4+, 
ignore that Injury.
Smite: Make a 4🎲 Attack targeting any model on the battlefield.
Zeal: Move each of your units 2D6”. (roll for each)

Missions - At the start of the battle, each player randomly chooses a Mission 
from their Multiversal Designation.

1. Corpses: Together, place D3 Corpses on the battlefield.  Whenever a 
model is slain, place a Corpse within 1”.  When a model Interacts with 
a Corpse, roll a D6 to search it.  On a 4+, remove it and gain 1 VP.

2. Dark Ritual: Place an Altar in each battlefield quarter.  Whenever a 
unit is wiped out, place a Sacrifice counter on the Altar in the 
battlefield quarter unit was in.  At the end of the battle, for each Altar 
that is within 1” of one of your units, gain VP equal to the number of 
Sacrifice counters on it.

3. Heretech Relic: Place a random Heretech Relic from the Heretech 
list above along the centerline of the battlefield.  Any model may pick 
up the Relic by Interacting with it, or may steal it by injuring a model 
within 1” that is carrying it.  When a model carrying the Relic is slain, 
place the Relic within 1”.  At the end of the battle, if one of your 
models is carrying the Relic, gain D6 VP.
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